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Let G be the group which is a wreath product of two infinite cyclic groups. We 
construct a faithful, topologically irreducible *-representation of I’(G) on I’(z), and 
a faithful, strictly irreducible representation on I’(Z). The finite-dimensional, 
irreducible *-representations of I’(G) are described, and we find that an associated 
C*-algebra is primitive and antiliminal, with a separating set of finite-dimensional, 
irreducible representations. A similar study is made of the group H generated by x 
and y with the relation x-$x = x2. 
1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
Given a group G, let k[G] denote the ordinary group ring over a field k 
and E’(G) the Banach algebra consisting of elements 
a=Ca,g, 
with a, E Cc and 11 a 1) = C ) ag) < co. Both C [ G ] and I’(G) have an involution 
* given by 
( 1 c a,g * =x ci8gs-‘, 
with respect o which C[GJ is a dense *-subalgebra of I’(G). In case G is a 
non-abelian free group of countable rank, it follows as a special case of a 
theorem of Formanek that C [G] is primitive [2], and McGregor has 
extended this by constructing faithful, strictly irreducible *-representations of
C(G] and Z’(G) [9]. 
In Sections 2 and 3, we consider the group 7 I h. We have proved in [5 ] 
* Partially supported by the N.S.F. 
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that k[Z I Z 1, and more generally k[Z (’ K], is primitive for any field k and 
infinite group K. In Section 2, we construct a faithful, topologically 
irreducible +-representation of I’@ 1 Z) on the Hilbert space I’(Z), and a 
faithful, strictly irreducible representation on r’(Z). We also show that with 
regard to the representation on f’(Z), the closure C of the image of I’@ / H) 
contains no non-zero compact operator, from which it follows that C is an 
antiliminal (NGCR) C*-algebra. The constructions of this section may be 
extended to produce faithful, topologically irreducible *-representations of 
I’@ (’ K) on I’(K) and faithful, strictly irreducible representations on I’(K). 
In particular, I’(Z ) K) is primitive. 
We have determined the finite-dimensional, irreducible representations of 
k[E ,Z] in [7]. In Section3, we use these results to list the finite- 
dimensional, irreducible *-representations of /‘(Z t H) and C, and find that 
there are enough such representations to separate all the elements of C. 
Guichardet first provided an example which, like C, is a primitive, 
antiliminal C*-algebra with a separating set of finite-dimensional, irreducible 
representations. His example is the enveloping C*-algebra of the group ring 
C[E?], where H is the group generated by x and y with the relation 
.u-‘JX = y2. In Section 4, we construct a faithful, irreducible *-representation 
of C[H] on I’(Z), and show that its norm closure is also primitive and 
antiliminal, with a separating set of finite-dimensional, irreducible represen- 
tations. 
2. THE FAITHFUL REPRESENTATION OF f'(Z(E) 
Let us write G for the group h l Z, which we present with generators 
iY n : n E Z } U {x) and the relations 
Y, Y” = Y, Ym 3 ?I-‘ynx=y,+,. 
Let F denote the free abelian group generated by the ~9. A typical element of 
f’(G) has the form 
x c(i, m) mx’. 
i.m 
with m a word in F, the exponent i an integer, and (c(i. m)} a sequence of 
complex numbers such that x Ic(i, m)l < co. 
THEOREM 2.1. The algebra l’(G) has a faithful, topologically irreducible 
*-representation into the algebra B of bounded linear operators on I'(Z). 
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Proof Let {u, : n E Z } be an orthonormal basis for I*(Z). We first 
describe the action of G as a group of unitary operators on 1*(Z). Let 
x.u,=v,+,, 
Y, u,=c,u,, 
where c, is a complex number of absolute value 1. We choose the sequence 
{c,} as follows: let S be a countable collection of complex numbers of 
absolute value 1 including all the roots of unity. Let the complex numbers c, 
be chosen from S so that any possible finite sequence in S occurs infinitely 
often as a subsequence c,, c,, , ,..., c,, r. 
This defines the action of the other elements y,,,, since y, = ~-~y~x~, and 
we find that 
Y, v, = C,+,~,. 
The choice of the scalars c, on the circle ensures that each element of G acts 
as a unitary operator. The action extends linearly to an action of r’(G) on 
1*(Z), and the resulting representation of I’(G) into B is evidently a norm- 
decreasing *-representation. 
To prove faithfulness, it suffkes to show that 1’(F) acts faithfully. For any 
element of I’(G) can be written as Cpix’ with each pi in I’(F), and if this 
annihilates 1*(Z), then 
0 = 
( 1 
23 PiX’ v, = c pi Vi+n 
for all n. Thus each pi annihilates all the vi+,,. 
Let p = CEO aimi be a non-zero element of f’(F), with Ui E C and 
mi E F. Then p acts diagonally on the basis of I*(H), with 
co 
p.vn=~ aimr(ckiJ. 0,. 
i=O 
We will assume that p annihilates 1*(Z), and obtain a contradiction. 
Multiplying p by a word in F if necessary, we may assume that p has a non- 
zero constant term a,. Choose an N SO that Ci,, IUi( < 1 a01 and suppose 
(conjugating p by a power of x if necessary) that the monomials m,,..., m, 
involve only the variables yo,..., yI- , and their inverses. Let I be a large 
prime number and consider the element 
I-I 
q = x x-‘ipx” = f uj I31 mj(yk+,i). 
i=O j=O i=O 
Write riii for the polynomial CI;A x-“mixli, SO that q = CEO Ujtij* 
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The polynomial q annihilates f*(Z), so that for any ordered substitution of 
the c’s for the ~3, the sum is 0. Since all the c’s have absolute value 1, we see 
that under any substitution, 
Thus we will have a contradiction if we show that there is a substitution for 
which 
12 Sfij(c)l = llad 
The monomial m, is assumed to be 1, so that @, = 1, and it suffices to find a 
substitution ck+ , ,..., ck+,, for which each of fi, ,..., @, vanishes. We 
have 
+ mj(ck+Cl- I)(+ I 3mea1 Ck+rl)e (1) 
Suppose ck+, ,..., ck+( are Ith-roots of unity such that each of 
ml(Ck+, ?..., Ck+t)v-.y mN(ck+, ,..., Ck+r) is not equal to 1. Taking 1 to be as 
large a prime number as necessary, we can find such a sequence of roots of 
unity. Suppose further that for 0 < i < 1 and 0 < j < t, we have 
so that the ith-summand on the right side of (1) is the (i + l)st-power of the 
first summand. Then each Kzj(ck+ , ,..., c~+~!) is a sum of 1 distinct Ith-roots of 
unity, which is 0. Since the sequence {c,} includes as subsequences every 
possible finite sequence of roots of unity, we can choose an integer k for 
which ck+ ,,..., c~+~, are as above, obtaining the desired contradiction. 
It remains to prove that the representation is topologically irreducible, or 
that every vector is topologically cyclic. For any positive integer t, there is a 
sequence of c’s of length 2t + 1 consisting only of l’s, and another sequence 
of length 2t + 1 consisting of 2t many l’s, with a -1 in the middle. Let the 
index of the central term in each sequence be i and j, respectively, and let 
z, = f( yi - yj). Then 
2, vg= vg, 
z, u, = 0 for O<InJ<t, 
and for 1 n) > t, the operator z, sends t’, to a multiple by a scalar of absolute 
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value < 1. Thus, given an arbitrary u = Caivi in [‘(Z) with a, # 0 and 
E > 0, we may choose t so that 
with ]]M’]] < E. For any other element s bjvJ in f’(Z), we have 
f- (hi/a,,) x’z,v = 2 b,vj + 
;= n ,,= --II 
N’. 
Thus, 
II- v b,q- 6 - (b,/a,)x’z,c I ,--II 
G ( 1 lb,12)‘i2 + ( i Ib,laol) IIwlI. 
ljl >n /=-II 
By choosing E sufliciently small and n sufficiently large, we may make this 
quantity arbitrarily small, proving that v is topologically cyclic. 1 
Remark. By using a similar argument, one can construct for any infinite 
group K a faithful, topological irreducible *-representation of I’(Z (K) on 
f2(K). The construction is slightly more technical, since scalars (ck : k E K} 
must be defined inductively, rather than chosen in advance as above. The 
basic idea is contained in the proof that the group ring of E t K is primitive 
in [5]. 
THEOREM 2.2. The algebra i’(G) has a faithful, strictly irreducible 
representation on I’(Z) which is norm-decreasing. In particular, I’(G) is 
primitive. 
Proof. Let (c n: n E Z) be a basis for I’(Z), and let the action of G on 
this basis be defined exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Each element of 
G acts as an operator of norm I, from which it follows that we can extend 
the action to a norm-decreasing representation of I’(G). We may follow the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 word for word to show that the representation is 
faithful and topologically irreducible, except for a slight change in (2). 
The new ingredient in this case is that each basis vector v, is strictly 
cyclic. For, given v = C aiui in I’(Z), we have 
1 six’-” V” = v, 
and C, aixi E f’(G). It follows from topological irreducibility and the 
existence of a strictly cyclic vector that the representation is strictly 
irreducible [8, p. 1591. 
580!39:2-3 
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Remark. This result also extends to I’@ (‘K) for any infinite group K; 
that is, I’@ l IK) is primitive, with a faithful, strictly irreducible represen- 
tation on I’(K). 
We return to the setup of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.3. The C*-algebra C obtained as the norm closure of the 
image of l’(G) in B contains no compact operator besides 0. Thus C is 
antiliminal. 
Proof. The algebra C acts irreducibly on f’(Z), so that if it contains one 
non-zero compact operator, it contains them all [ 1,4.1.10]. Let T be the 
compact operator defined by 
T. ~7, = u,,, 
T. u,=O for n # 0. 
We will show that the ball of radius 4 around T contains no element of the 
group ring C[G]. Since this is dense in C, it follows that T cannot lie in C. 
Any element of Cc [G] has the form 
P= 5 Pi(YkJx’* 
Applying p - T to v, yields 
( PohJ - 1) L’o + ocz,m PiCck+f) ‘17 
b 
so that I] p - Tl( > ( po(c,) - 11. On the other hand, for infinitely many n, the 
sequence of scalars ck, ck+ ,,..., c, which is substituted in p. above recurs as 
c~+,,,..., cl+,, . Thus we can find an n such that 
(P - Tl v, = P&k, “?...7 C/+n ) v, + (terms not involving P,,) 
and 
II P - Tll > I ~ohtnr..., c/t .I = I POW. 
Suppose (] p - TI( < f. Then the two numbers (po(c,)( and I po(c,) - 1) are 
< $, a contradiction. This proves that C cannot contain T. or any other 
compact operator besides 0. 
By ] 1, 4.2.6). we may conclude that (0) is the largest liminal closed two- 
sided ideal of C, so that C is antiliminal by definition. 
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3. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS 
We have classified the finite-dimensional, irreducible representations of 
k[GJ for any field k in [7]. We recall that those of degree n arise as 
representations of the twisted Laurent polynomial extension A, of 
S = k[ y,, y; ’ . . . . . Y,,. y; ‘1 obtained by adjoining variables x and x- ’ with 
the rule 
x - ‘yi x = yi + , 
x-lynx = yl. 
for i < n, 
The basic result is that for k algebraically closed, every irreducible represen- 
tation of A, of degree n is equivalent o one of the form 
where a,, b E k* and the orbit of (aI ,..., a,) under cyclic permutation of the 
indices has size n. The resulting space of maximal ideals Spec, A, can be 
explicitly described. Let R = S” be the fixed algebra with respect to the 
automorphism given by conjugation by x. The center of A, is R[x”, X-“1, 
and Spec,A, is homeomorphic to the open subscheme of Spec R[x”, x-“1 
which is the complement of the branch locus with respect to the cover by 
Spec SIX”, x-“1. Using these results, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The irreducible *-representations of @[G] or I’(G) on 
an n-dimensional Hilbert space are equivalent to representations of the form 
where a,, b are complex number of absolute value 1 and (a, ,..., a,,) has an 
orbit of size n with respect to cyclic permutation of the indices. 
Proof: In order for the representations of C[G] to respect he involution, 
Y, and x must map to unitary matrices. Thus the above are the only 
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possibilities for C [G J. Since C [ G] is dense in I’(G), the result holds for I’(G) 
as well. 
In Section 2, we embedded r’(G) into the algebra B of bounded linear 
operators on I’(Z). The map is a *-algebra isomorphism onto its image, but 
may be norm decreasing. We defined C to be the norm closure of the image 
in B. Thus C[G] and I’(G) map to isomorphic *-algebras which are dense in 
C. It follows that the finite-dimensional, irreducible *-representations of C 
are precisely those of C]G] and I’(G), namely, those given in 
Proposition 3.1. The space Spec, C can then be described as a closed subset 
of Spec, C(G ], corresponding to the closed set in Spec S[x”, x-“1 with coor- 
dinates of absolute value 1. Thus, given the quotient of the (n + 1)-torus with 
respect to cyclic permutation of the first n coordinates, Spec, C is the 
complement of the resulting branch locus. We can now prove the result we 
want for C: 
THEOREM 3.2. The algebra C has enough finite-dimensional, irreducible 
representations to separate all of its elements. 
LEMMA 3.3. Given an element q in @[G], and E > 0, there is a finite- 
dimensional, irreducible *-representation w of C[G] such that ilty(q)jl > 
[(qj( (1 - E), where the norm on C[G] is that inherited from C. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let p # 0 be an element of C with j/p/( = a and 
choose q in C[G] with lip - q([ < a/2. Let w be the representation of C [G] 
given by Lemma 3.3. Then w extends to an irreducible representation of C. If 
u/(p) = 0, then 
II P - 411 > II W(P) - w(q)11 = II w(sIl > II 411 (1 - &I 
But ]I q\( > I] p(I - (1 p - 411 > a/2, so that we obtain 
IIP-4ll> (l-&)42. 
Since E may be arbitrarily small, this implies that JJp - q )I > a/2, a con- 
tradiction. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Choose v E l’(E) with j)v]) = 1 and )Iq v)) > 
IIq[j (1 - e/2). Write v = C aivi and choose m > 0 so that 
Then 
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so that 
l@,a41[ 2 I14 VII - llqll-5/2  ll4ll (1 -&I. 
We may choose an integer n so that the sequence cc,,,..., c, of Section 2 has 
an orbit of size 2n + 1 with respect o cyclic permutation of the indices and 
so that n - m is greater than the absolute value of any exponent of x in q 
and any index of 4’ in q. Let v/ be the (2n + 1)dimensional representation of 
C [ G] on a space with basis UT-~,..., rv,,, given by 
W( .V,) Wi = Cl W’i, 
f//(x) iv, = lvi+ ,
y/(x) w, = IV-,. 
for i < n, 
Then I,V is an irreducible *-representation, and if 
then 
Thus /( ty(q)lj > (lq(( (1 - E), and the theorem is proved. 
4. THE EXAMPLE OF GUICHARDET 
Let H be the group generated by x and y with the relation x-‘yx = y2. It 
is also convenient o present H in a different manner. Using the presentation 
of Z (’ Z given in Section 2, then H is isomorphic to the image of Z I Z 
obtained by letting vf = yn+, for all n. Thus we may think of H as generated 
by elements X, y, -VI/~, Y”~,... with the relations 
Guichardet has studied the enveloping C*-algebra of C[H] in considerable 
detail [3]. We shall obtain some related results. 
THEOREM 4.1, The group ring C[H] has a faithful, topologically 
irreducible *-representation on 12(Z), and there is no compact operator in the 
closure D of its image, besides 0. 
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Proof. Let (u,: n E Z ) be an orthonormal basis for 12(Z) as before. Let 
(c, : n E Z } be a sequence of roots of unity with the property that 
c:=cn+*, co= 1, 
and for n < 0 assume that c, # 1. To define the representation, let 
X’ U,=v,+,, 
y v, = c,v,. 
The choice of scalars ensures that the relation x- ‘yx = y2 is satisfied, and 
that each group element acts as a unitary operator. It follows that this 
extends to a *-representation of C[H]. 
To prove faithfulness, it suffices to show that no non-zero element of Cc [P] 
annihilates /‘[Z], where P is the subgroup generated by ( y, y”‘,...}. By a 
change of variable, we may regard any such element as a polynomial p in y 
and y- ‘. If p v, = 0 for all n, then p(c,) = 0 for all n. Thus p vanishes on 
an infinite set, and must be the 0 polynomial. 
For topological irreducibility, we must show that every non-zero vector is 
topologically cyclic. Let z = (1/2i) x2( y - y -‘) x-l. Then 
z u, = Yn-2U,, 
where y, is the imaginary part of c,. Assuming that c _ z was chosen to equal 
i, we find that 
Y, =o for n > -2, 
y-2 = 1, 
IYnl < 1 for n < -2. 
Given an arbitrary vector v = C aivi with a, # 0, and any E > 0, we may 
choose t so that 
Z’ u=a,tl,+w 
with (] w]] < E. It follows easily, as in Theorem 2.1, that u is topologically 
cyclic. 
Finally, let T be the projection operator defined by TV, = v,, and To,, = 0 
for n # 0. Then, as in Theorem 2.3, the open ball of radius l/2 around T 
contains no element of C [ G]. For, given 
m 
p= s pi(yJ’)xi 
I= -m 
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(changing variables if necessary so that each pi is a polynomial in y, I’-‘), 
we have 
so that (Jp- T]] > ]pO(l)- I]. But for any n > 0, we have 
implying that (]p - T]( > ]p,(l)]. It follows that (]p - T]] > l/2, so that D 
does not contain the compact operator T. 
Remark. Suppose we let C[H] act on the vector space V of countable 
dimension with basis {u, : n E Z) exactly as above. The same proof shows 
that Y is faithful, and it is easy to show that V is strictly irreducible as well. 
Thus C[H] is primitive. The same idea applies to prove primitivity of k[H] 
for any field k which is not algebraic over the field of two elements. Alter- 
natively, a more complicated faithful, simple module can be constructed for 
k[H] in case k has characteristic 2. Of course, this extends to groups 
generated by x and y with the relation x-‘y.~ = y’, for r > 1. See [6] for 
these results. 
The preceding theorem implies that D is an antiliminal C*-algebra. We 
will classify the finite-dimensional, irreducible representations of D by 
computing those for C[H]. Given any field k, we can form the Ore extension 
E of k[ JJ, y-l] by adjoining the variable x with respect to the relations 
yx = xy’ and J-IX = xye2. The finite-dimensional, irreducible representations 
of E were determined in [4, 8.41, and in every such representation which is 
not of degree one, x is sent to an invertible matrix. Thus these are precisely 
the representations of k[H]: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let k be an algebraically closed field. The irreducible 
representations of k[H] of dimension > 1 are equivalent to representations of 
the form 
with b # 0 and a2” = a, but a2’ # a for i < n. The kernel of this representation 
(x” - 6, ( y - a) ( y - a’“-‘)). 
Proof: This is a special case of [4, 8.4). 
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COROLLARY 4.3. The irreducible *-representations of C[H] on a Hilbert 
space of dimension n are equivalent to representations of the form given in 
(3), with 161 = 1. 
Proof. The image of y is unitary, since a is a root of unity, and the image 
of x is unitary precisely if ) b ( = 1. 
Note that in this case the space Spec, k[H] is one-dimensional for any n, 
being the union of a finite number of copies of k*. Correspondingly, the 
space Spec, D is a finite number of copies of the circle. Our final result is 
that these representations form a separating set for D. 
THEOREM 4.4. The algebra D has enough finite-dimensional, irreducible 
representations to separate all of its elements. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, it suffices to prove an analogue 
of Lemma 3.3: for any element q of C[ H] and E > 0 there is a finite- 
dimensional, irreducible *-representation w of C[H] for which 
II w(s)ll > llqll (1 - ~1, w ere h the norm on @[HI is that inherited from D. 
Unlike in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we can no longer find for any n a tinite- 
dimensional, irreducible representation w of C [H] in which the eigenvalues 
of w(v) are c- “,..., c,. Nevertheless, we can get as close as we desire, and 
this is sufftcient o carry out the argument, with slight changes. 
Specifically, for n fixed, the equality 
( -- 1 2” 1 -1 
2” 2ntm _ 1 =--7 2y2n+m - 1) 
shows that for m large enough, the difference between the two left-hand 
fractions is arbitrarily small. Therefore, we can find a primitive 
(2 
n+m - l)th-root of unity c arbitrarily close to c-,. The irreducible 
representation IJI of dimension n + m given by (3), with c chosen as above, 
closely approximates the action of C[H] on the subspace of f’(Z) spanned 
by v- “,..., v,, provided m is large enough. This allows us to mimic the proof 
of Lemma 3.3; we omit the details. 
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